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1. Introduction
Excelli is a super app which has the potential to offer an efficient and decentralised,
multi-faceted platform to create a win-win situation for both merchants and
consumers. Excelli is the first to implement the concept of the ‘Group Buy’ on a scale
that was not possible before. It is going to change the course of the e-commerce
industry by connecting it with an in-built social media platform.

When people club together with their friends and networks to make a purchase, they
get additional perks and rewards, which aren’t implemented by any of the market
leaders. Buyers in Excelli will be rewarded with XLE tokens, utility tokens that fuel the
entire Excelli platform, when they contribute to the sale of a product either through
purchase or promoting as an affiliate. Like any other social media platform, Excelli
also has exciting recreational features - from custom feeds to celebrity profiles.

Excelli Coin’s Litepaper explains how the super app combines various features to
simplify the social media and e-commerce experience. The aim of this Litepaper is to
provide individuals, investors, and community members with an extensive use case,
demonstrating how XLE tokens work and fuel the Excelli platform. The Litepaper will
outline and explain Excelli’s immense value proposition and its role in helping users
have more choice through group buy prices. In addition to the role of XLE tokens, the
Litepaper speaks further about Excelli’s revenue generation model.
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2. Problems with Traditional
Commercial Models
Pricing By Sellers
The majority of the leading e-commerce giants make use of dynamic pricing
algorithms to attract more users to their platform. Though dynamic pricing seems to
be fair, it indirectly puts 100% of pricing power in the hands of sellers. The price of an
item can be increased or decreased by the sellers at any time. This, at times, increases
the price of items saved to the cart before users even check out. Even traditional
commerce has the concept of discounts when customers buy on a large scale. So,
why can’t modern e-commerce have reduced prices for bulk buying?

E-commerce Isn’t A Solo Experience
The disconnect between social media applications and e-commerce platforms has
made shopping a solo experience. The wholesome, interactive shopping experience is
missing, and thus, the end-users lack emotional and social gratification. With
conventional e-commerce, people often find their shopping experience unsatisfactory.
Shopping is supposed to be a social activity and many shoppers would love to shop
with their friends and acquaintances as they did in the past.

Multiple Social Media Applications
Excelli supports the fact that the growth of technology is a positive development on
many levels. We commend the availability of favourable digital facilities including but
not limited to social and private chats, e-commerce capabilities, entertainment video
streaming, and content monetisation. However, Excelli claims that there is a difficulty
in accessing all these various facilities, as one must often utilise multiple social media
applications. There is no one go-to place for all these features in the market to date.
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Reward Tokens With Zero Value
Many companies implement rewards programs to increase customer loyalty. So many
loyalty programs now exist that it has become difficult for the average consumer to
benefit from these programs. It usually takes a long time for consumers to accumulate
enough points in order to do so.
Also, these reward tokens are of no objective monetary value. For instance, certain
reward tokens offered by the e-commerce giants have no value outside specific
platforms and they cannot be converted to fiat currency. The only use case of tokens
being used in this way is to pay a minor part of a larger transaction.

Volatility of Crypto Tokens
In the blockchain space, the volatility of crypto tokens is the major issue preventing
them from mass adoption. Crypto exchanges, unlike the traditional stock market,
functions 365x24x7, resulting in abrupt changes in the token price due to fluctuations
in trading volume and market capitalisation. A token should have a stable value to be
an ideal utility token, especially when it is used to purchase products on a platform.
Society is in search of the next evolutionary step in tokens.
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3. Excelli - The Potential Solution
Excelli addresses the above-mentioned problems by creating a super app that brings
everything, including social media and e-commerce, under a single roof. Excelli aims
to provide an affordable, easy-to-implement, crowdsourced pricing platform to engage
and incentivise users to choose prices for services and goods, which will create a
mutually beneficial ecosystem for both buyers and sellers. This multisided platform
will enable direct interactions between two or more customers and other platform
participants, allowing them to choose prices through group buy. By providing a social
aspect to e-commerce, Excelli will leverage the group purchasing power of consumers
by introducing a revolutionary global marketplace on blockchain.

When users are excited and happy with certain deals, they can share them with friends
and family through the in-built social chat function in Excelli. Additionally, when an
invitee makes a purchase with the link, then the user who sent the invite will be
rewarded with XLE tokens. Also, users will receive a referral bonus when they onboard
new members to the platform. There are a number of ways to earn XLE tokens, a
game-changing utility coin.

Excelli supports affiliate and influencer programs, excellent generators of passive
income, by allowing consumers to earn XLE tokens on successful affiliated purchases.
For instance, imagine how excited a buyer would be to purchase a product endorsed
by their favourite actor or athlete. Anyone can then follow their dream celebrity’s
profile in Excelli as they would do on any other social media platform.
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4. Super App Features

In a first of its kind, Excelli’s super app is a one stop hub with multiple features which
include Social, Chat, Calling, Screensharing, Shopping, Payments, Crypto Wallet, NFTs
Marketplace, Metaverse, Groceries, Food Delivery, Travel, Hotels, Cabs, Entertainment, Gig
Services, and Pharmacy
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Crypto Wallet
Excelli has introduced a robustly built mobile crypto
wallet to store, buy, sell, send, receive and track XLE,
Excelli's utility token.
Excelli, with its inbuilt wallets, mobilize and digitizes the
shopping experience for people while deepening the
engagement. The wallet shows the current price and
price history of XLE tokens over various periods. Users
can also keep track of their transactions and rewards
earned through the affiliate program. In short, Excelli
wallets is a one stop shop for all Excelli coin related
crypto operations.

Payments & E-Wallet
With digitalization, we can send messages worldwide and
make payments through smartphones seamlessly.
Excelli never wants to continue boring customer
interactions through paper coupons, tickets, or loyalty
cards.
Excelli’s payment feature is driven by a vision of
becoming the world’s best payment platform. Excelli
payment wallet allows a user to transfer money instantly.
Users can go cash-free and pay everywhere with the
Excelli app. They can pay for grocery purchases, and in
restaurants, coffee shops, and pharmacies. They can
also buy crypto coins/tokens, recharge their mobiles, pay
utility bills, book movie tickets, and literally anything they
could do with cash or card.
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Excelli NFTs Marketplace

Introducing World’s First free NFTs Marketplace, where users can Create & Sell NFTs for free
Revolutionary Social NFTs Market place powered by integrated Social and Chat features
Users in Excelli can easily mint NFTs, Promote in the social network and sell them in the
marketplace
Users can share NFTs to their friends, family, and anyone through Chat
Anyone including Influencers & Celebrities can monetize by promoting and selling NFTs
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Excelli Metaverse

State-of-the-art Metaverse governed by community, through a decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO)
Users can buy NFTs in the game through the marketplace
Decisions are based on user consensus.
Peer-to-peer developers (content creators) earn revenue from sales of NFTs
Users/gamers can earn through play or participation in platform governance
Royalties on secondary trades of NFTs to creators
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5. Group Buying Explained
Excelli is a revolutionary social-commerce
platform that allows users to receive
monetary rewards on group buy. Any user
can create group buy requests when they
add products to the cart and send a group
buying invite to their friends, family, and
acquaintances, either through Excelli’s
integrated chat or social network, or through
external social media platforms. Buyers can
receive products at discounted prices in two
ways, by creating a group buy or by joining
existing groups.
The group buy request created lasts for a
certain number of hours and up until then,
they can complete the buy as a group to get
products at discounted prices. The
payments are reserved until the group buy
invites are accepted by invitees and the
purchase are completed, and if the
requirement of minimum number of people
for a group buy is not fulfilled, then that
group buy is cancelled. People from any part
of the nation can accept an invite and
complete a purchase to get products at
discounted prices.
For every successful group buy, the participating buyers of that group will receive a
percentage of the transaction as XLE tokens in their wallets depending on the type of
the product.
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6. Solana Blockchain - Overview
Solana has become the best alternative to Ethereum blockchain, inheriting all of its
features, focused mainly on fast transactions, and enhanced throughput. Solana
blockchain has a very high operation speed due to its unique method of ordering
transactions. People can continuously interact with smart contracts as they do in the
Ethereum blockchain, when it comes to other blockchains like Bitcoin, Neo, and others,
scalability is the major issue faced by the community. As the network grows in size, a
reduction in transaction speed and block confirmation time occurs. Solana, on the
other hand, tackles these problems without compromise in decentralisation, security,
and transparency. Solana can easily handle thousands of transactions per second
using the concept of Proof of History.

Proof of History
Transactions taking place in the Solana blockchain are hashed using the SHA-256
algorithm. Solana takes the output of SHA-256 and leaves it as an input for the next
hash. The order of the transactions is inbuilt into the hashed output.

Thus, instead of individual hashes, Solana creates a long, complex chain of hashed
transactions holding the order of transactions. This eliminates the need for a
conventional timestamp and makes verification easy when a validator adds to a block.
Solana uses a hashed version of the latest state of transactions to significantly reduce
the confirmation time of new blocks, making it one of the fastest blockchains to date.

Solana, unlike the Ethereum blockchain, uses the Proof of Stake (PoS) mechanism as
its consensus. The combination of Proof of History and Proof of Stake allows the node
to validate the order of transactions in no time, enabling the network to choose a
validator more quickly than ever.
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7. XLE Token - Overview
For every project deployed on the blockchain to flourish, a supportive token is required
to fuel its activity. Since smart contracts do not deal with fiat currencies, there is a
need for Excelli’s own utility token, XLE. XLE is a virtual token that governs Excelli’s
protocols.

XLE is an SPL standard token on the Solana blockchain, functioning very similarly to
ERC-20, but with a reduced gas fee. Every Excelli user is given an SPL token
compatible wallet where they can hold their XLE tokens. Excelli Coin (XLE) is the
reward token of Excelli platform, that people can redeem on further purchases.
Influencers, affiliates, shoppers, and users of other services receive XLE tokens.

XLE is not governed by any regulatory frameworks like fiat currencies. The price of XLE
is purely based on the market trends and demands and it cannot be manipulated by
any methods such as deflation. XLE, as a decentralised currency on the Solana
blockchain, offers transparency and anonymity, and allows secured transactions.
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8. Progressive Coin Mechanism
$

Buyer can use the coins to
purchase inside excelli
platform, convert to ﬁat by
selling in crypto exchanges

Customer

2%

$

Every Excelli Purchase
Transaction

2% of the transaction will
be converted to excelli
coins by purchasing them
from crypto exchanges

Excelli coins will be credited to the buyers wallet

Some of the biggest issues faced by many crypto tokens are the extreme volatility of
the market cap and price swings. This led to Excelli’s idea of the progressive coin.
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The uniqueness of the Excelli coin is the constant demand generation from the
purchase transactions in the Excelli super app. A certain percentage of every
transaction involving fiat currency within the super app will be given as cashback to
the customers as Excelli coins. These coins are converted by purchasing from the
crypto exchanges and credited into the customers’ wallets. This constant demand
generation brings stability to the Excelli coin, thereby progressively resulting in an
increase in price.

The Excelli coin will be listed on the popular crypto exchanges, from where the tokens
can be purchased. In simpler terms, the Excelli coin can bring more value to the
holders.
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9. Ways of Earning
XLE Tokens:
Earning XLE Tokens Through Buying
Make a purchase

2%

$

Customer
Credit the coins into
Customer’s Excelli
coins wallet

2% of the transaction is
moved to Excelli coin pool

Purchase Excelli coins
through Real time / Batch
integration with exchange

Pool of Excelli Coins

When transactions occur in Excelli’s e-commerce platform, 2% of the total transaction
value is collected in the XLE coins pool. These funds collected through transactions
are converted to XLE tokens, either through smart contracts or through direct
purchase of XLE tokens from the centralised exchanges where the coin is listed. The
purchased coins are stored in the pool are then dropped into the user's wallets.

Thus, the user doesn’t have to put any effort into earning XLE tokens. All they have to
do is carry-out their purchase as they would do in any other e-commerce platform.
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Earning XLE Through The Afﬁliate Program
Customer

1%

$

Affiliate

Share link which results
in successful purchase

Make a purchase

Earn 1% of transaction
value as Excelli Coins

Purchase Excelli coins
through Real time / Batch
integration with exchange

Credit the coins into
Afﬁliate’s Excelli
coins wallet

Pool of Excelli Coins

Excelli allows any user to share products available on the e-commerce platform with
their audience, friends, and family. By enrolling as an affiliate in Excelli’s platform,
users can share customised links of products and earn XLE tokens on successful
purchases, and other customer actions.

Excelli offers one of the largest affiliate marketing programs. Excelli enables bloggers,
content creators, publishers, and the general public to monetise their traffic. With
link-building tools offered by Excelli, users can share their recommendations to tens of
thousands of audiences and influence them to buy. That gives users a massive
opportunity to earn Excelli Coins.

1% of the total transaction is used to purchase Excelli Coins and is stored in the coin
pool from where it is reflected in the affiliate’s wallet.
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Earning XLE As A Content Creator

Advertiser

Trending videos which
got more than 100K
views

Ads

Paying for Ads in the feed

Creator is rewarded
with Excelli Coins

Purchase Excelli coins
through Real time / Batch
integration with exchange

Credit the coins into
Inﬂuencer’s Excelli
coins wallet

Pool of Excelli Coins

Influencer

As a content creator, Excelli offers users a consistent way to monetise their content.
There are no pre-requirements or thresholds as in other monetisation programs. Users
can start monetising their content straight away upon signing up.
The funds for monetisation are sourced through advertisers who pay to display their
ads on Excelli. These funds are used to purchase XLE from the exchange and are
stored in a pool. For every trending video with more than 100K views, the creator is
rewarded with Excelli coins.
Excelli users can give XLE tokens as a tip to their favorite influencers against the
trending videos posted on the excelli social platform using the “Tip Now” option.
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10. Token Economics of XLE
Token Information
Name: Excelli Coin
Token Symbol: XLE
Token Standard: SPL
Blockchain: Solana
Decimal: 09
Total Tokens Supply: 10 billion
Token Price: $0.0012
Fundraising: $2.94 million
Full Dilution Value: $12 million
Future Mint: Fixed supply, future minting disabled
Contract Address: 8PH4JNMgdESsXdTbTEhseNgu1PwWWEQw5vAZHSZxaP23

Token Allocation
Token sale
30%

Team
20%

Marketing
10%

Liquidity
8%

Advisors
2%

User rewards and ecosystem
30%
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Token Distribution & Locking Period
Allocation

Percentage

Number of Tokens

Team

20%

2 billion

Advisors

02%

200 million

Marketing

10%

1 billion

Liquidity

08%

800 million

User Rewards
& Ecosystem

30%

3 billion

Fundraise

30%

3 billion

Vesting Schedule
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 months lock
10% every month linearly thereafter
1 month lock
10% every month linearly thereafter
1 month lock
10% every month linearly thereafter
20% unlocked on TGE
10% every month linearly thereafter
1 month lock
10% every month linearly thereafter

See table below

30% of the total tokens allocated to the fundraise sale is subdivided into Seed,
Private and Public rounds
Raise $2.94 million through fundraise tokens sale, distributed as follows:
Fundraise
Round
Seed

Tokens
Percentage
5%

Private

23%

Public

2%

Tokens Allocated
for Sale

Token Price

Vesting Schedule

500 million

$0.0008

• 10% unlocked on TGE
• 10% linear vesting weekly
thereafter

2.3 billion

$0.001

• 10% unlocked on TGE
• 10% linear vesting weekly
thereafter

$0.0012

• 30% unlocked on TGE
• 10% linear vesting weekly
thereafter

200 million

*TGE - Token Generation Event
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11. Journey so far
April

2020

Excelli is born

Excelli raised 200K
USD as seed funding

June

2020

July

Recruited experts
and began operating
in stealth mode

Company incorporated
in India

Established 5000 campus
ambassadors to promote
Excelli App

Feb

2021

2020

Nov

2020

Established strategic
partnership with Stumag

XLE Token Launch

May

Nov

2021

2021

Beta launch of App
(Social & Chat Features)

Apr

2022
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12. Future Roadmap
Q2 2022
• App Launch
• NFTs Marketplace

Q3 2022
Advertising •
Shopping •

Q4 2022
Payments •
Groceries •

Q2 2023
• Food Delivery
• Metaverse

Q4 2023

Q2 2024

• Hotel Booking
• Travel

• Cabs
• Pharmacy

Q4 2024
• Entertainment
• Gig services
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Follow and COntact us on social media

Telegram

YouTube

Facebook

Twitter

Medium

Reddit

Bitcointalk

Linkedin

Excelli
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